The aircraft design stages, conceptual and preliminary, are necessarily collaborative by their very nature. An example design carried out in this paper brings the collaborative aspects of design to life by two academic groups, one in Naples and one in Stockholm, using their own tools ADAS and CEASIOM, working respectively on conceptual and preliminary design. The ADAS tool is primarily empirically-based design methodology, and the CEA-SIOM tool is primarily physics-based design methodology. The example chosen is a FAR-23 compliant 16-seat twin turboprop aircraft. The high-wing configuration resulting from the ADAS conceptual design is the down-selected to CEASIOM where a water-tight model of the geometry is constructed, a volume grid is generated and 16 flight conditions are simulated by solutions of the Euler equations, some with propeller off, and others with propeller in order to judge the effect of the propeller wash over the main wing and horizontal tail surface. Detailed comparisons between ADAS results and CEASIOM results for stability & control characteristics are carried out. In general there is reasonable agreement between the two sets, considering that the empiricisms in ADAS account for viscous effects where as the CEASIOM are purely inviscid (but nonlinear). The largest discrepancy appears in the pitching moment contribution from the horizontal tail, and various explanations for this are suggested, including possible effects of the main wing downwash and wake on the tail.
I. Introduction & Overview
Figure 1 spells out the details in the early steps of aircraft design for the definition of the configuration, as carried out as an industrial endeavor (as opposed to an academic one). It illustrates two design loops in the conceptual design phase that follow the first-guess sizing (usually done by a spread-sheet or similar tool) to obtain the initial layout of the configuration. The first one, the pre-design loop, is aimed at establishing a very quick (time-scale can be from one to a few weeks) yet technically consistent-sized configuration with a predicted performance. The second one, the concept-design loop, is a protracted and labor intensive effort involving more advanced first-order trade studies to produce a refinement in defining the minimum goals of a candidate project. At the end of the conceptual design phase all the design layouts will have been analyzed, and the best one, or possibly two, designs will be down-selected to the preliminary design phase. During the preliminary definition, project design is still undergoing a somewhat fluid process and indeed warrants some element of generalist-type thinking, but the minimum goals of the project have already been established during the conceptual definition phase, and so the aim here is to meet these targets using methods with higher order than those used during the conceptual definition phase in order sharpen the focus to achieve refinements in the targets. Furthermore, the participants in this working group are mostly genuine specialists in each respective discipline. Figure 1 indicates the way in which data, or information, is passed between specialist groups during the design process. The specialist groups must consider the level of advanced technology to be adopted together with all of the other active constraints on the design. The data discussion on the comparisons and differences between the two sets of predictions, with evidence contradicting the idea that higher-fidelity always means more realism in the data. The truth is that when empiricisms hold, they are hard to beat, but it takes good engineering judgement to know when this is the case. Section V finishes with some conclusions and directions for future work.
II. Brief Description of Tools

A. Aircraft Design & Analysis Software (ADAS)
The structure and functionalities of the ADAS (Aircraft Design and Analysis Software) tool have been presented by Nicolosi and Paduano.
1, 2 ADAS was originally intended as an educational tool but, after many improvements occurred to the internal code over the past years, [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] it can be absolutely used as a research tool and has played a relevant role for some industrial applications as well.
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The estimation of all aircraft characteristics with ADAS is done by means of classical semi-empirical methods like those proposed by Roskam, 30-32 ESDU 36 or USAF Datcom. [33] [34] [35] These methods are also integrated with more sophisticated approaches. For instance, ADAS implements Multhopp and Weissinger theories for straight and swept wings and the analysis of the main lifting surface relies on the numerical calculation of spanwise lift distribution. This feature allows the assessment of wing stall path.
One of the main goals of ADAS is to provide users with an intuitive and user friendly platform, that can be easily used both by practitioners and by students. The software comes with many visual helps and with many output graphs and figures, including 2D and 3D drawings of aircraft parts under analysis.
ADAS is split in several modules. The typical work session with the software starts with the module designed for the preliminary estimation of: aircraft weights (both empty weight and maximum take-off weight), required wing area, and engine thrust/power ratio under the specified design requirements. 5 For this initial task all FAR/CS 23/25 performance requirements have been automatically implemented based on aircraft weight.
After the preliminary calculation step is set up according to the design requirements, the user then starts designing all aircraft parts. The main dialog window shown in Figure 2 allows to enter and carry out the design of each element of the configuration (fuselage, nacelle, wing, ailerons and flap, taiplanes). Each item in the GUI (Graphical User Interface) can be used as an independent subpart design module, but it is linked with the other modules if an airplane design activity is developed. Figure 3 shows a flowchart of typical design/analysis steps that the user can carry out in sequence in ADAS. Usually in aircraft design the construction of drag polar and main flight/ground performance estimation can be accomplished with a first preliminary sizing of tailplanes. The tailplane analysis modules in ADAS allow a detailed and accurate design of horizontal and vertical tailplane, performing also the aircraft stability and control analysis up to non-linear conditions.
The wing module allows the design of the wing and the calculation of all wing aerodynamics characteristics, including lift, moment and drag. The estimation of spanwise lift coefficient distribution and wing stall path are included in this module, giving the user the possibility to check the assumed wing twist and to make a preliminary estimation of wing bending moment.
The wing module is linked with the fuselage module to estimate the body longitudinal instability contribution which depends on wing induced upwash and downwash. The wing analysis is also coupled with the modules for high-lift and aileron analysis. The aileron analysis and design module allows the estimation of aircraft roll performances with the selected propulsive system.
The software has a module dedicated to the accurate estimation of aircraft drag polar and a module for aircraft flight and ground performances. Other very important modules deal with aircraft tail sizing and aircraft longitudinal and lateral-directional characteristics.
All the ADAS modules are conceived to be as user-friendly as possible and allow a fast calculation of all required information. A user experienced with ADAS is able to perform the preliminary design and analysis of a transport aircraft and produce a set of drawings of the designed configuration in less than 1 hour.
Other similar software are under development in other European Universities, e. g. PreSTo developed by Scholz, 3 and such efforts demonstrate the relevance and the importance of these kind of tools, both in teaching and in some applied industrial cases. Jenkinson has written a book 4 that enphasizes how important it is for students to have a hands-on approach in aircraft design education based on real-world examples.
B. CEASIOM framework for variable-fidelity design CEASIOM, the Computerized Environment for Aircraft Synthesis and Integrated Optimization Methods, developed within the European 6th Framework Programme SimSAC (Simulating Aircraft Stability And Control Characteristics for Use in Conceptual Design), is a framework tool for conceptual aircraft design that integrates discipline-specific tools like: CAD & mesh generation, CFD, structures, stability & control analysis, etc., all for the purpose of early preliminary design. 16 It is an ad hoc framework that offers possible ways to increase the concurrency and agility of the classical conceptual-preliminary process outlined in Fig. 1 . Figure 4 presents an illustration of the CEASIOM software, showing aspects of its four core functions: geometry & meshing, CFD, aeroelastics and S&C (flight dynamics). Significant features developed and integrated in CEASIOM as modules are:
• Geometry module CPACScreator-sumo 17, 26 A customized geometry construction system coupled to automated surface and volume grid generators; Resulting model exported to CAD via IGES standard.
• Aerodynamic Model Builder AMB-CFD 18 A complete toolbox of aerodynamic analysis methods ranging from the empirically based DATCOM to physics-based linear and non-linear CFD (Euler & RANS) offering broad choice in fidelity: CEASIOM is intended to support engineers in the conceptual/preliminary design process of the aircraft, with emphasis on the improved prediction of stability and control properties of elastic aircraft achieved by higher-fidelity methods than found in contemporary aircraft design tools. Moreover CEASIOM integrates into one application the main design disciplines, aerodynamics, structures, and flight dynamics, impacting on the aircraft's performance. It is thus a tri-disciplinary analysis toolbox brought to bear on the design of the aero-servo-elastic aircraft.
22, 28 CEASIOM however does not carry out the initial sizing of a baseline configuration, and thus needs to collaborate with a tool like ADAS, as was explained in Section I.
III.
ADAS Design of a FAR 23 aircraft with 16 seats
This section presents the design requirements for a FAR-23 compliant propeller driven aircraft with 16 seats. It explains the design procedure developed with ADAS, together with some results obtained, concerning the aerodynamic derivatives essential to the design at this stage. The procedure roughly follows the one indicated in Fig. 1 , namely the two loops: pre-design and concept-design.
A. Pre-design with ADAS
Initial weight estimation
The design requirements for the selected case study are summarized in Table 1 . The same table reports the assumptions used for the initial weight estimation. The weight estimation results are obtained with the well-known fuel fraction method 30 and are shown in Figure 5 . The selected airplane has a maximum take-off weight W TO = 5113 kg (11272 lb) and an operating empty weight W OE = 3225 kg (7110 lb). 
Wing and engine general sizing
Considering take-off requirements and landing requirements, assuming a maximum lift coefficient of 1.90 at take-off and 2.35 at landing (full flap), given the FAR 23 climb limitations and the cruise condition as specified in the design requirements (Table 1) , the parassite drag coefficient C D0 can been calculated.
The value W TO = 11272 lb from design requirements, a statistical value of the wetted area S wet = 1393 ft 2 , an assumed equivalent skin friction coefficient C f e = 0.0052 allow the calculation of an equivalent flat plate area F = 7.21 ft 2 . For an assumed average wing loading W/S = 40 lb/ft 2 the final result is a C D0 = 0.0256.
The value of C D0 is obtained for a wing aspect ratio A = 7.8 and an Oswald factor of e = 0.80, and assuming standard values of drag increment due to flap and landing gear to estimate the limitations due to FAR 23 climb requirements in all phases. The analysis of all conditions with ADAS leads to the well-known carpet plot of Figure 6 . In the same plot are reported other design points representing similar airplanes. The aircraft under design should have the following characteristics:
From the value of the estimated weight the above values suggest a wing area S = 304.6 ft 2 = 28.3 m 2 and a necessary installed power P = 1100 hp (two turboprop engines of 550 hp each). The engines that could cope with the required power are for example the Pratt and Withney PT6A-20, as mounted in Beechcraft model 99 aircraft. The above values are summarized in Table 2 . Necessary installed power, P 2 × 550 hp
B. Concept design with ADAS
With the derived values of wing area S and aspect ratio AR, assuming a standard value of taper ratio and a zero wing sweep Λ c/4 (this aircraft does not require sweep), the wing planform can be chosen and ADAS allows the calculations of all inherent aerodynamic characteristics. It is helpful to the designer to break down these characteristics into their constituent parts contributed by each of the main aircraft components: main wing, fuselage, nacelle and horizontal tail plane.
Wing aerodynamic design
The selected planform, shown in Figure 7 , has an inner panel of constant chord and an outer tapered panel.
Regarding wing sections, a NACA 23015 airfoil has been chosen at wing root and at wing kink, and a NACA 23012 has been selected at wing tip. The main wing dimensions are summarized in Table 3 . The distribution of wing basic section lift coefficient, and the additional and total section lift coefficient distributions at different angles of attack are plotted in Figure 8 . The analysis of wing span loading indicates the need of 2 deg of wing twist (wash out). For a flight Mach number of 0.30 the wing aerodynamic characteristics are reported in Table 4 . It has to be observed that NACA 230XX airfoil series have very limited zero-lift pitching moment coefficients. Figure 9 shows the wing lift curve and the wing pitching moment curve about the MAC quarter point.
Fuselage sizing
In ADAS the fuselage design is based on the assumed number of passengers, on the assumed seat pitch, and on standard space data for cabin arrangement. Assuming standard values of fineness ratio of fuselage nose and cone (1.4 and 2.0), a standard generic shape of the entire fuselage can be derived. The resulting characteristics for the aircraft under study are reported in Figure 10 .
The aerodynamic analysis of the fuselage is performed with the classical Multhopp strip integration method (implementation of Munk formula) and leads to the results of Figure 11 . The C m of the fuselage at α = 0 can be estimated in ADAS using the trip integration or the method suggested in Etkin's book. 43 The figure shows the fuselage strip subdivision, the forward shift of wing-body aerodynamic center with respect to the isolated wing aerodynamic center, and the fuselage longitudinal and directional instability C mα fus and C n β fus . The fuselage pitching moment coefficient and drag coefficient curves versus body angle of attack are shown in Figure 12 . The fuselage drag contribution to parasite drag coefficient C D0 can be considered about 0.0076 (76 drag counts) including upsweep and base drag.
High-lift system and aileron design
Wing flaps have been designed to achieve the requirements in term of maximum lift coefficient in landing conditions. A single slotted flap type has been chosen, with a 30% chord fraction. The flap is composed of two parts (inner and outer flap) with an overall spanwise extension that goes from 13% to 72% of the wing semispan. Each aileron has a 30% chord fraction and extends from 72% up to 98% of the wing semispan. The high-lift system and aileron are represented in Figure 13 .
The estimated gain in lift coefficient and the lift curve with flap extended in take-off (δ f = 15 deg) and landing (δ f = 35 deg) conditions are observed in Figure 14 . The maximum lift coefficient with full flap is C L max,Land = 2.30.
The aileron control derivative has been calculated by considering also the reduction of control efficiency at higher deflection angles. The graph in Figure 15 shows a good value of the quantity pb/(2V ) at high aileron deflections. A maximum rolling speed of about 40 deg/s can be achieved with an aileron deflection of 18 deg at a flight speed of 250 km/h (close to maneuver speed V A ). Table 5 summarizes the calculation results related to the aileron analysis. The first condition can be described by the following equation: The second condition (equilibrium in landing) is expressed by the following equation:
The downwash gradient has to be estimated also in ground effect and the following additional data have been considered: (d /dα) Cruise = 0.343 (first cond.), (d /dα) Land = 0.305, tailplane incidence i H0 = −2 deg, wing zero-lift body angle of attack with full flap (α 0L ) flap W = −10 deg, wing incidence i W = 2 deg. The above three design conditions, when equations (1)-(2) are applied, lead to the graph of Figure 16(a) . The plot shows the selected horizontal tail area to wing area ratio S H /S = 0.24, which leads to a good excursion of the center of gravity.
The final designed value are: a tail horizontal surface S H = 6.79 m 2 and a horizontal tail volumetric coefficient V H = 0.89, with a resulting neutral point stick fixed at 47% of the MAC. A sketch of the tailplane with the main design results is shown in Figure 16(b) .
For a center of gravity placed at 25% of MAC the graphs of Figure 17 show a break down of contributions to aircraft pitching moment coefficient. Table 6 summarizes the airplane longitudinal characteristics.
Calculations performed at different elevator deflections, also including nonlinear effect at higher values of δ e , lead to the graphs of Figure 18 . Two conditions are shown, i. e. the cruise condition with a Mach number of 0.30 and a center of gravity at 25% of MAC, and a landing condition with a Mach number of 0.15, a center of gravity at 18% of MAC and flap fully extended. These curves show that the trimmed lift coefficient of 2.3 can be achieved with a δ e = −25 deg. The design elevator control power in the linear range is C mδe = −0.035 deg −1 . 
Vertical tailplane design
The vertical tailplane has been designed to accomplish the minimum control speed (V mc , one engine out condition in take-off) and to control the landing with a severe sideslip condition. To this purpose the curves of yawing moment coefficient (aerodynamic and due to thrust versus speed) of Figure 19 have been constructed. The equilibrium at V mc , assuming V mc = 1.14V s,TO , is obtained with S V = 5.60 m 2 . For higher confidence and to improve control in landing (ratio between C nβ and C nδr ), a higher vertical tail area S V = 5.80 m 2 has been assumed as design condition. The selected tail gives a ratio S V /S = 0.205 and a volumetric coefficient V V = 0.088.
For a linear aerodynamic behavior, i. e. for sideslip angles up to β = 10 deg and rudder deflections δ r = 10 deg, and at cruise Mach number the main aerodynamic characteristics of the vertical tail are summarized in Table 7 .
Lateral stability (dihedral effect)
From the above design choices ADAS estimates the following value of dihedral effect: C lβ = −0.0020 deg −1 . Figure 20 summarizes the contributions to the total parasitic drag coefficient, which is ADAS gives equal to C D0 = 0.0270 coupled with an estimated Oswald factor e = 0.82. 
Estimated drag polar
External aerodynamic shape: 3-view configuration
The three-dimensional representation of the external shape of the aircraft is shown in Figure 21 , a 3-view of the configuration along with a 3D orthographic view. Note however that the surfaces in this figure are not trimmed, they may overlap, and there may be holes in them. Thus more work must be done before this configuration can be gridded for CFD analysis. Figure 21 shows the ADAS 3-view drawing of the final conceptual design for the twin-propeller aircraft TWINPROP-16. This is the configuration that is down-selected from conceptual design and is now ready for preliminary design, as illustrated in Fig. 1 .
IV. Down-select Configuration to CEASIOM
A primary goal of preliminary design is to obtain the final wing design with optimized performance: e.g. maximized L/D), or minimized C D , or an Oswald efficiency factor e near 1. The wing airfoils are chosen by a skillful engineer as the initial design, which may not be optimum, but can be used as a good starting point. Take the TWINPROP-16 aircraft for example, the airfoils of the wing are typical NACA 23015 and 23012, with wing incidence i W = 2
• . Then it should be put in an optimization loop to determine the optimized airfoil shapes (thickness and cambers), twist distributions according to the limits of C L , C m , bending moment, span loading, fuel tank volumes etc. for corresponding flight conditions. Usually to get a well designed wing a multi-level optimization 42 should be considered, namely, optimizations for cruise, takeoff and landing. For low speed aircraft a good number to assess the design is the Oswald factor e, which is not so high (e = 0.82) for the ADAS configuration. There exist some design codes that give much better results using simple lifting line theory by defining an elliptical wing span loading which results a minimum induced drag. Nangia 41 and Lamer 40 are two good examples. Another goal is to determine a database of aerodynamic forces and moments that cover sufficiently the flight envelope so that it is appropriate input to a flight simulator for the study of the vehicle's performance and handling qualities. Tables 8 indicate how the aerodynamic database computed in CEASIOM is organized: Table 8 .I shows the static and quasi-static stability coefficients, Table 8 .II shows the control coefficients, and Table 8 .III shows the dynamic stability derivatives where α is the angle of attack, M is the Mach number and β the side slip angle, q, p and r are the three rotations in pitch, roll and yaw. The three control surfaces that can be deflected are the elevator (δ e ), the rudder (δ r ) and the aileron (δ a ). The coefficients must be obtained for each of these three parameters throughout the flight envelope, hence the data is voluminous.
Yet a third goal is to determine the aerodynamic loads acting on the skin so that an appropriate structure can be devised to bear these loads. The simplest example of this is the span loading on the main wing and its associated root bending moment. SAAB 39 has found the propeller wash over the wing was important in design of SAAB2000, and this work demonstrated that the propeller can be modeled adequately in inviscid flow by Euler equations. The propeller disk for TWINPROP-16 is modeled and analyzed in CEASIOM.
The starting point for working towards all these goals begins with the external shape of the baseline configuration, and constructing a computation grid upon it for physics-based analysis. However, the 3-view configuration that is typically produced in conceptual design is not a geometry model of trimmed surfaces that is water-tight, i.e. a surface mesh cannot be generated upon the surfaces without additional work. This is the first task in preliminary design, to prepare the geometry model for meshing. In order to do this, we first must import the 3-view geometry into CEASIOM.
A. Import ADAS Geometry into CEASIOM
The gateway to physics-based analysis is a 'meshable' CAD model. The ADAS geometry is defined by components stored in .def files, which provide fundamental geometric information of the whole aircraft. The wings are defined by describing the planform with sectional chord lengths, leading and trailing edge positions, wing incidence and dihedral angles. The airfoil coordinates for each section are appended in the end of the file. The fuselage and the nacelles are defined in a different way, by specifying the coordinates of each section along the body-wise direction (x-axis). This is consistent with the corresponding geometry defined in sumo, which is the most difficult part to model by a mouse-driven process due to the complexity of the geometry. A c MATLAB script is dedicated to read and convert the .def files to a watertight sumo aircraft geometry in an automatic manner. Figure 22 shows the watertight NURBS model created in CEASIOM-sumo. This can be exported as an IGES file for further physics-based analysis.
This watertight model is 'meshable' by definition and it opens the door to the higher-fidelity Euler solver in CEASIOM once the volume mesh is generated automatically by sumo-tetgen. 27 The spinners and the propellers are modified/created later by human interaction.
B. Propeller disk model
The way of modeling the propeller disk in this paper is focus on using CEASIOM-sumo, i.e., adding momentum by specifying the mass flow through the propellers. The thrust is calculated based on the estimation from ADAS to balance the drag while maintaining a steady and level flight. The C L for a steady and level flight is estimated by
thus, the C D is estimated by lifting-line theory
The diameter of the propeller disk is assumed to be 1.58 meter, the mass flow (ṁ) can be calculated according to the thrust which should balance the total drag provided there is a steady and level flight. The total mass flow will beṁ = ρAu
where A is the disk area which is unchanged from inlet to outlet, and u is the flow velocity (assuming x-axis). The mass flowṁ inlet =ṁ outlet due to the continuity equation and unchanged A as well. The thrust T is calculated by the change of momentum flux. By defining the thrust coefficient C F as
The thrust coefficient for each propeller is C F = 0.24, if one engine fails, the thrust coefficient for the live engine will be dramatically doubled, C F = 0.48.
C. Volume mesh around configuration with propeller disk
First a mesh (around 5 million nodes) is generated automatically with the CEASIOM tool sumo, displayed in figure 23 , with propellers modeled directly from sumo as finite thickness disks by specifying the mass flow in-and-out to model the pressure jump after the propellers. The propeller is simplified as an actuator disk, neglecting the rotation imparted to the flow. Since the Mach number is low, the flow is nearly incompressible, and the velocity is almost constant (mass conservation) if the propeller effects are not considered. However, the pressure jumps across the actuator disk to provide the desired thrust.
An alternative is to allow the usage of disk boundary condition in the Edge Euler in the CEASIOM. The propeller is represented by a two-sided disk between two cells in the grid modeling in ICEM-CFD with both sides are topologically the same, as Lötstedt did in his paper. 39 This will be done in a future paper.
D. Computed Euler solutions around TWINPROP-16
Euler analysis was carried out at Mach number 0.303 for 16 different cases, shown in Table 11 for propeller both OFF and ON, as indicated. These 16 cases are a small first step towards constructing a full aerodynamic database, as discussed above. Figure 24 shows the pressure distributions from Euler with propellers ON and OFF. For the propeller OFF case, the flow just goes through the propeller. There is a pressure jump across the propeller disk, which compresses the air density after the disk, in order to maintain the continuity equation, the velocity has to decrease, since A is unchanged. The total energy is also increased with a step since the amount of power is put in the flow field by the actuator disk. From figure 25 we can see that the pressure decreases to the surrounding value far downstream, resulting a velocity increase due to momentum conservation. A time accurate equation should be solved if the propeller's swirl is under investigation. For low Mach number the flow generated by propeller is well described by the actuator disk theory as stated above.
Aerodynamic coefficients are computed in CEASIOM VLM-Tornado and Euler-Edge respectively, and both sets of results are comparable if the differences in modeling are taken into account. Therefore only Euler results will be shown here and discussed.
The deflected control surfaces are computed in Edge by transpiration boundary conditions, i.e. they are not physically deflected in the mesh. CEASIOM now has the functionality to physically deflect the control surfaces in the mesh, 24 and this will be a topic for a future paper. The propeller energizes the flow downstream, the accelerated flow on the upper surface of the wing which is resulted by a greater pressure difference on both surfaces generates more lift for the main wing, and also for the horizontal tail ( figure 24 ). Figure 26 shows that the longitudinal forces and moments computed from both propeller ON and OFF configurations. Note that the transpiration boundary condition gives around 30% less elevator efficiency than ADAS semi-empirical estimations. Table 11 lists the 16 cases run with the CEASIOM-Euler solver, which provides comparison of the aerodynamic coefficients and derivatives from ADAS and CEASIOM. The cases in the first three rows in Table 11 study static longitudinal stability, the next four cases study static lateral stability while the remaining 3 sets of 3 cases study pitch, yaw and roll control, respectively. Both propeller OFF and ON cases are run, with only elevator deflected for cases that propellers are ON. The coefficients and their derivatives from most of the cases agree well between ADAS and CEASIOM (Prop OFF) estimations, while for the Prop ON cases CEASIOM gives significant higher deriviatives than ADAS.
V. Comparisons of ADAS and CEASIOM Results
The matrix of aerodata is a very small subset, but could be a start, and it can provide the stability derivatives for linear aerodynamics, see table 12. To get a quick check, CEASIOM-TORNADO can used, which only accounts for the lifting surfaces (no thickness). In a future paper a full aerodata table will be made, which will be imported into SDSA for stability & control analysis. At this stage some basic analysis still can be done, for example, the trimmed aircraft can be achieved with a δ e = 6.8
• with working propellers, that the trimmed induced drag is around 8.85 counts. The TWINPROP-16 aircraft has a high-wing with a low horizontal tail where the downwash from the main wing effects the flow field around the tail, which means the efficiency of the horizontal stabilizer may be weakened. The elevator is around 30% of the chord and extending to full span.
If we take a close look at the contributions of total C L from the components in Figure 29 (a) , we can see that the horizontal tail is working at an incidence of around −5.6
• , knowing that the tail actual incidence angle i H0 = −2
• . The downwash effect of the wing can be estimated by
From CEASIOM prediction we have (d /dα) Cruise = 0.402 (compared with (d /dα) Cruise = 0.343 from ADAS), it can be calculated that the wing downwash at α = 0
• is ≈ −1.94
• , resulting in an effective angle of attack for the horizontal tail around −4
• . The fuselage would further effect the horizontal tail. Figure 27 shows the calculations of wing downwash and angle of attack effectiveness of the elevator τ e from Euler solutions for Prop OFF model by assuming the maximum deflected angle δ e,max = −25
• . Figure 28 tracks the streamlines in the Euler solution as they flow over the main wing and continue downstream to the horizontal tail. Notice the negative incidence angle that the horizontal tail is set at −2
• . These streamlines clearly show that the wake of the main wing is washing over the tail. There are no losses in an Euler-simulated wake, but there will be in a real wake, and this will impact the effectiveness of the tail. The streamlines in Fig. 28 are for a low-lift condition (α = 0), and consequently show only small downwash angle. Figure 29 (b),(c),(d) show the C m built-up by components from CEASIOM Euler predictions (with propellers off) compared with ADAS semi-empirical results. Both softwares give similar estimation of the main wing and the total configuration with prop-off. The derivative C m,α of the fuselage and nacelles predicted in ADAS and CEASIOM Euler are very close, however the C m,0 (when α = 0) of fuselage and nacelles in Euler calculation is −0.008 compared with 0.008 in ADAS using strip method. Physically correct separation from bodies like the fuselage and nacelle is not accounted for in Euler analysis. The differences therefore are expected due to the semi-empircal method that ADAS uses to account for viscosity, while the viscous effect is not included in CEASIOM Euler analysis. The propeller effect is obvious that it energies the flow behind, and thus increases the horizontal tail efficiency.
The relatively high deviation is in elevator control power C mδe . The horizontal tail has poor effectiveness since the main wing wake hits the horizontal tail, which is not desirable. This aircraft has a low elevatorchord-to-tail-chord-ratio c e /c H = 30%, compared to its fellow type Cessna 182 which has c e /c H = 44%. To improve this we need either to design a much larger elevator (increase c e /c H ) just like Cessna 182, or to lift the stabilizer out of the wake by adopting a T-tail instead. Mounting the propellers might refine the problem thanks to the prop wash. The re-design process can be done in CEASIOM, as Rizzi 22 did for the TransCruiser, a high-speed transport concept.
VI. Conclusions & Future Work
The aircraft design stages, conceptual and preliminary, are necessarily collaborative by their very nature. An example design exercise was carried out to illustrate the collaborative aspects of design using using the tools ADAS and CEASIOM, working respectively on conceptual and preliminary design. The example chosen is a FAR-23 compliant 16-seat twin turboprop aircraft for which a high-wing configuration resulted from the ADAS conceptual design. The exercise brought out some of the details involved when exporting the configuration geometry from conceptual design, where the model is usually not water-tight and meshable, to preliminary design where a meshed model is the necessary starting point for further design work. In the example a small computer routine was written to convert the configuration data from ADAS to input data for CEASIOM-sumo so that the configuration was water-tight and meshable. Some manual re-work of the data was required, of the order of several hours (not days!), and such re-work could be further minimized if a standard for the data describing the aircraft would be adopted, for example the CPACS standard proposed by DLR (see Ref 29 ). Euler simulations for 16 flight conditions, some with propeller OFF, and others with propeller ON were computed in order to judge the effect of the propeller wash over the main wing and horizontal tail surface. Within these 16 cases detailed comparisons between ADAS results and CEASIOM results for stability & control characteristics were carried out. In general there is reasonable agreement between the two sets, considering that the empiricisms in ADAS account for viscous effects where as the CEASIOM are purely inviscid (but nonlinear). The largest discrepancy appears in the pitching moment contribution from the horizontal tail, primarily the elevator control power, and various explanations for this are suggested, including possible effects of the main wing downwash and wake on the tail. Also the empirical models in ADAS predict some lift generated by the fuselage due to viscous separation, where there is none in the Euler results. The propellers can be modeled by Euler in CEASIOM, and the effects are well modeled in inviscid flow and these should be considered in the design process. Note that the propeller effects might be over-estimated by the "finite-thickness" model generated in sumo with mass flow specified. In the future we will make a more realistic model for the propellers, one good example is Lötstedt's work.
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This design exercise has pointed out the benefits along with the deficiencies of each of the design tools, highlighting the power of empirical methodology when it applies, together with how physics-based analysis also picks up effects of details that maybe not be included in the empiricism. Obviously no viscous effects are accounted for in an Euler simulation. Therefore future work will be undertaken to revisit this example with RANS analysis where the control surface are individually modeled and meshed for their given deflection angle. For more accurate analysis such like swirl and separation, RANS computations must be made, and will be one of the topics in a future paper. Also a full table of aerodata for the stability and control analysis will be computed to be imported into flight simulation module SDSA. Doing so will provide further perspective on the comparison between empirical-based and physics-based analysis.
